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Abstract7

The need of increasing the capacity of data transmitted within the fiber transmission links8

became a challenge for researcher. Even though optical fiber communication is the best9

communication system in transmitting high data rate but still users are hungry thus the10

researchers are pushing to get the highest bit rate. While the fiber channel may be capable of11

transmitting terabit-per-second data rates, no existing single communication system can make12

complete use of this speed. One of the main concerns in an optical network is the high cost of13

installation of components. The global network is made of a large submarine cable network14

that is expensive to modify and repair. An alternative solution to this is Wavelength Division15

Multiplexing (WDM) where each modulated signal is transmitted at an individual frequency,16

allowing full duplex data transmission. In WDM systems the available fiber bandwidth is17

divided into separate channels with each channel carrying one signal, thus increasing the18

overall data rate without increasing the number of fibers. The data rate of each channel can19

be limited, but with many channels the total data rate is considerably higher.WDM has not20

always been a popular choice. The invention of Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) with21

large bandwidth is largely responsible for popularizing this technique. In terms of22

multiwavelength signals, so long as the EDFA has enough pump energy available to it, it can23

amplify as many optical signals as can be multiplexed into its amplification band. These24

properties of EDFAs have enabled us to use Dense WDM (DWDM) technique, which uses25

denser channel spacing in order to achieve even higher bit rate. It is an interesting solution is26

to double the capacity of each fiber by using a duplexer. It is a system capable of duplex27

communication over a single fiber in contrast to two fibers required in the present scenario.28

The capacity can be further doubled by the application of DWDM techniques as opposed to29

conven30

31

Index terms— wavelength division multiplexing, WDM, dense wavelength division multiplexing, DWDM,32
optical fiber.33

Introduction n optical communications system is similar to other communication systems in that it consists of34
the three main parts: transmitter, medium and the receiver. In optical communications system the transmitter is35
a light source whose output acts as the carrier wave. Although frequency division multiplexing (FDM) techniques36
are used in longer broadcast systems, most optical communication links use time division multiplexing (TDM)37
techniques. The easiest way to modulate a carrier wave with a digital signal is to turn it on and off, where that38
is called on-off keying, or amplitude shift keying. In optical systems this is commonly achieved by varying the39
source drive current directly, so causing a proportional change in optical power.40

The components that are used to transmit or receive the optical signal are usually semiconductors devices.41
For transmission the most common light source used are laser diode (LD) and light emitting diode (LED) where42
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4 FIBER DISPERSION A) CHROMATIC DISPERSION

they have different specification according to power spectrum and fabrication. At the receiving end of the optical43
link a PIN photodiode or Avalanche photodiode (APD), acts as a photo detector and converts the modulated44
light back into an electrical signal. The photodiode current is directly proportional to optical power.45

The transmitter block consists of three major parts: the modulator, the carrier source, the channel coupler.46
First a transducer converts a non-electrical message into an electrical signal. This signal is called the message47
origin. Then the modulator converts it into proper message format. For long length transmission, laser diodes48
are used because of the narrow spectral width and high optical power that is used as carrier source to carry data49
over long distance. The light is then coupled into the transmission channel via the channel coupler to the optical50
fiber cable, where most of the dispersion and attenuation takes place. The receiver block which is the last part51
of the system which converts the optical signal back into the replica of the electrical signal using photo detectors52
like the Avalanche photodiode (APD) or PIN-type photodiode then to the amplification stage before reaching53
the end user.54

1 Conventional Wdm55

The traditional or conventional, passive WDM systems are wide spread with 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16 channel counts56
being the normal deployments using the 3rd transmission window (C band, wavelengths around 1550 nm) of57
silica fibers. This technique usually has a distance limitation of less than 100 km. Modern WDM system can58
handle up to 160 signals and can thus expand a basic 10 Gb/s fiber system to a theoretical total capacity of over59
1.6 Tb/s over a single fiber pair.60

A WDM system uses a multiplexer at the transmitter to join the signals together and a demultiplexer at61
the receiver to split them apart. With the right type of fiber it is possible to have a device that does both62
simultaneously, and can function as an optical add-drop multiplexer. After the new generation amplifiers were63
developed, it enabled us to accomplish high-speed repeater less single-channel transmission. However, the 2564
THz optical fiber can accommodate much more bandwidth than the traffic from a single lane. To increase the65
system capacity we can transmit several different independent wavelengths simultaneously down a fiber to fully66
utilize this enormous fiber bandwidth. Therefore, the intent was to develop a multiple-lane highway, with each67
lane representing data traveling on a different wavelength. Thus, a WDM system enables the fiber to carry68
more throughputs. By using wavelengthselective devices, independent signal routing also can be accomplished.69
Attempts to alleviate the vast traffic on the network included using time-division multiplexing (TDM) techniques70
and increasing the operating speed of the system. However, due to the chromatic dispersion of the fiber, the baud71
rate for a single optical channel eventually reached its limit. Furthermore, the transformation from the existing72
network, the 2.5 Gbps (OC-48 or STM16) transmission system, to the 10 Gbps (OC-194 or STM64) would prove73
costly seeing that the transmitting and receiving terminal of the network would have to be replaced.74

2 III.75

3 Dense Wdm (dwdm) System76

Dense wavelength division multiplexing, or DWDM for short, refers originally to optical signals multiplexed77
within the 1550 nm band so as to leverage the capabilities (and cost) of erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs),78
which are effective for wavelengths between approximately 1525-1565 nm (C band), or 1570-1610 nm (L band).79
EDFAs were originally developed to replace SONET/SDH optical-electricaloptical (OEO) regenerators, which80
they have made practically obsolete. EDFAs can amplify any optical signal in their operating range, regardless81
of the modulated bit rate. In terms of multi-wavelength signals, so long as the EDFA has enough pump energy82
available to it, it can amplify as many optical signals as can be multiplexed into its amplification band (though83
signal densities are limited by choice of modulation format). EDFAs therefore allow a single-channel optical link84
to be upgraded in bit rate by replacing only equipment at the ends of the link, while retaining the existing EDFA85
or series of EDFAs through a long haul route. The EDFAs cost is thus leveraged across as many channels as can86
be multiplexed into the 1550 nm band. A basic DWDM system contains several main components: A DWDM87
terminal multiplexer, an intermediate optical terminal or Optical Add-drop multiplexer, A DWDM terminal88
demultiplexer, Optical Supervisory Channel (OSC). IV.89

4 Fiber Dispersion a) Chromatic Dispersion90

The interaction between an electromagnetic wave and bound electrons of a dielectric medium is in general91
dependent on the optical frequency, ?, of the signal. This property of optical transmission through a dielectric92
medium manifests itself in optical fiber primarily due to the frequency dependence of the refractive index of the93
core. It is referred to as chromatic dispersion. The refractive index of optical fiber is well approximated by the94
Sellmeier equation:n 2 (ð�??”ð�??”) = 1 + ? ?? ?? ð�??”ð�??” ?? 2 ð�??”ð�??” ?? 2 ?ð�??”ð�??” 2 ?? ?? =195

Where ? j is the resonance frequency and ß j is the Sellmeier parameter, synonymous to the strength of the J96
th resonance. Chromatic dispersion plays a significant role in pulse propagation in fiber optics Depends on the97
fiber design parameters such as the core radius and the core-cladding index difference Î?”. The contribution of D98
w to ß 2 is considered negligible except near the zero dispersion wavelength, where the two are comparable. The99
total dispersion is the mathematical addition of D w and D mat.D crom = D w + D mat100
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The numerical aperture (NA) of the fiber is parameter that is solely defined by the refractive indices of the101
core and the cladding of the fiber. The acceptance angle is defined as the largest possible angle that could ensure102
light coupling into the waveguide. The relation between the NA and the launch angle can be defined as: NA =103
n i sin? i Where, ? i is the largest acceptance angle. ? i is determined from TIR conditions at the interface104
between n 1 and n 2 .105

V.106

5 Selection Criteria of System Components107

Selection of system components includes the choice of the operating wavelength, type of optical light sources,108
photo detectors available and the kind of fiber to be used.109

Selection an optical fiber usually depends upon the type of light source used: 1. LEDs usually connect to110
multi-mode optical fibers in order to launch an acceptable amount of light power. 2. LDs can connect to either111
multi-mode or singlemode fibers. 3. Multi-mode fibers generally have a larger core diameter, and are used for112
short-distance communication links and for applications where high power must be transmitted.113

6 a) Carrier Wavelength Choice114

In short wavelength systems applications, like data bus on premises, the fiber loss and dispersion are not very115
critical. Hence, sources emitting in the 820 to 900 nm region are used, to limit the overall cost of the system. In116
long-haul systems, where the transmitting distance exceeds 30 km, a source that operates at long wavelengths is117
required. Typically wavelengths in region of 1300 to 1600 nm are used. More recently the 1550 nm wavelength118
has been often used in long-high-bit-rate system because of the small attenuation at this particular wavelength.119

7 b) The LED or LD Choice120

The laser is a threshold device, which is significantly influenced by ambient temperature, it is necessary to operate121
at driving currents only 10-30% above the threshold. Consequently, the laser driving circuits are intrinsically122
more expensive than those of an LED. In systems operating in the 820 to 900 nm region, the LED spectral123
width in combination with the wavelength dispersion of silica fiber yields a bit rate distance product of about124
140 Mbits/km. This is adequate for on-premises applications.125

8 c) The Detector Choice126

The photo detector is typically a semiconductorbased photodiode. Several types of photodiodes include p-n127
photodiodes, a p-i-n photodiodes, and avalanche photodiodes. Silicon type detectors, operating between 0.8-0.9128
µm, provide useful quantum efficiency and are available in both the PIN and APD (avalanche photodiode) type.129
The germanium detectors are also available for long wavelength systems.130

9 d) Choice of Optical Amplifiers131

Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) are the by far most important fiber amplifiers in the context of longrange132
optical fiber communications; they can efficiently amplify light in the 1500nm wavelength region, which coincides133
with the third transmission window of silicabased optical fiber, where telecom fibers have their loss minimum.134
The pump light, which most often has a wavelength around 980 nm and sometimes around 1450 nm, excites135
the erbium ions (Er3+) into the 4I13/2 state (in the case of 980-nm pumping via 4I11/2), from where they can136
amplify light in the 1.5-?m wavelength region via stimulated emission back to the ground-state manifold 4I15/2.137

10 VI.138

11 Link Design Consideration a) System Crosstalk139

Crosstalk occurs in multi-channel optical transmission systems. There are two types of crosstalk noise discussed140
and analyzed in this work. First is the inter band crosstalk and it’s a known also by ”out of band” crosstalk.141
Second is intraband it’s known by ”inband”. The use of the same wavelength in both directions causes these142
problems for Full Optical Duplex system. The effect of Crosstalk due to non-ideal circulator characteristics and143
the fiber Rayleigh backscattering is degrading to the transmitted data and raising the noise floor. It is known144
that when an optical signal enters a fiber strand of virtually infinite length it will experience back scattering145
effect due to the glass material itself and the light guiding properties of the fiber. Crosstalk can be caused146
by the following: 1) the spectral skirts of one channel entering the demultiplexing and filtering pass-band of147
another cause 2) Practical limits on selectivity and isolation cause crosstalk. 3) Non-linear effects within the148
fiber at the high power densities possible in single mode systems can cause crosstalk or cross modulation. The149
mechanism is Raman scattering, which is a non-linear stimulated scattering effect that allows the optical power150
at one wavelength to affect scattering and thus the optical power in another wavelength.151
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15 SIMULATION FOR DWDM

12 b) System Power Penalty152

In optical communication the receiver sensitivity is defined with respect to the receiver noise for several basic153
detection scenarios. The highest sensitivity means the lowest value of the received optical power that is needed.154
The sensitivity of the photo detector of real receiver is degraded due to the impact of two principal noise155
contributions, the thermal noise (in PIN photodiodes) and quantum shot noise (in APD).156

13 VII. Simulations and performance157

Comparisons between Wdm and Dwdma) Mathematical Model158
This topic is mainly concerned with the caused by the optical crosstalk, the penalty can be regarded as the159

reduction of optical power level differences between the ”one” and the ”zero” states and this is represented in the160
following equation: In general terms, the spectral emission from a conventional LD conforms reasonably well to161
a Gaussian distribution, which then provides a simple analytical expression for use in any model. According to162
Gaussian distribution in the mathematical model, the mean and variance for a random variable will be:? ? ? ?163
? ? = ? = = 2 / 0 ) ( | ) ( 1 ) ( | ) ( 2 0 0 1 1 A t d t P t d t P s s x ? Where 1 ) ( | ) (1 ] [ = x E ? ? = N i i x164
? ? ] var[165

With Gaussian distribution, considered the following:9 1 10 6 1 ? = = ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?166
? N i i x prop ? ?167

Here the use of 10 -9 as a figure of merit for establishing the confidence for the penalty analysis. But this is168
not necessarily a confidence requirement for actual system design, as this figure does not really have to coincide169
with the commonly used BER figure of merit at 10 -9 . However, with this level of confidence for calculating170
crosstalk penalty:P x = ? 10 log ?1 ? 6?? ?? ?? ?? ??=1 ? (I)171

Where (P X ) represents the power penalty of the receiver optical signal,(N) is the number of crosstalk elements172
and (? i ) is the crosstalk coupling coefficient. Equation (I) represents the power penalty to the received optical173
signal in the case where the optical receiver noise is dominated by thermal noise. But for more accurate estimate174
if the detection is signal spontaneous beat noise dominated the equation will be:P x = ? 5 log ?1 ? 6?? ?? ?? ??175
??=1 ? (II)176

The above two equations have been used for analyzing the simulation results as models for power penalty of177
the optical fiber duplexer.178

From the equations notes that the relationship between the power penalty and the crosstalk must be directly179
proportional to each other, and obviously that relationship between the signal power received and the power180
penalty is inversely proportional. The curve one in the figure 7.1 above represents the power penalty when the181
optical received signal is dominated by thermal noise (I). The curve two represents the optical received signal182
spontaneous beat noise dominated (II) and it is more accurate than the previous one. From the curves, it is183
observed that the crosstalk that dominated by the thermal noise always The topology setup consists of 8 channels184
launched into a single fiber span. Channel spacing is 50 GHz and they are generated in groups of odd and even185
channels by two PRBS generators, Electrical Signal Generators, and CW laser sources (each with four 100 GHz-186
spaced wavelengths). Initially all channels have the same polarization state. All even channels before being187
multiplexed with odd channels are passed through the Polarization Shifter, which rotates the polarization state188
by a fixed angle. After multiplexing, the signal is launched into a fiber, and then is demultiplexed and sent to189
8 receivers followed by BER Testers to measure channel performance (BER and Q-factor) for given polarization190
state difference between adjacent channels. Two conditions are considered in this example. Both of them have191
the same settings and the only difference is in polarization angle treatment in parameter scan setting.192

14 a. WDM orthogonal polarization193

Here the polarization angle is scanned from 0 to 180 degrees with 10 degrees step and Q-factor is measured versus194
polarization angle. Fig. 7.2 shows results for one odd (ch.3) and one even channel (ch.6). In both cases the Q-195
factor is minimal for polarization angles equal to 0 or 180 degrees, i.e. when all channels have parallel polarization196
states; and Q has maximum at 90 degrees, i.e. when adjacent channels polarization state is orthogonal to each197
other. Difference between max and min Q’s is 0.4-0.6 dB for these cases. ii.198

15 Simulation for DWDM199

This simulation simulates a realistic scenario of a 40 Gbps DWDM link with inter-channel spacing of 50 GHz.200
Forty individual channels carrying PRBS data are transmitted over a 50 km length of ITU-T G.652 single mode201
dispersive fiber. The design objective is to utilize distributed Raman amplification to compensate for the link202
attenuation thereby effectively increasing the inter-EDFA span in a longer haul link.203

Since backward pumping helps in averaging out power ripples at the receiver end, we choose a backward204
pumping scheme that employs eight CW pump signals with carefully chosen nominal wavelengths and power205
values. The following figures show various parameters of a 40-channel DWDM link. In the figure 7.4 above it206
is seen that the gain of the link is zero or very low in most of the parts but around wavelengths of 1550 nm207
the gain is much higher. This is because; the DWDM operates close to this region. As mentioned earlier, the208
DWDM method uses the C band and L band with a wavelength span from 1530 nm to 1625 nm. That is why209
the DWDM link has gain near the 1550 nm wavelength mark. Due to lack of ideal amplifier and filters, the gain210
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varies somewhat and it does not change instantaneously or abruptly like a step signal. The signal to noise ratio211
(SNR) of the system is depicted in figure 7.5. As the wavelength region outside about 1500 to 1600 nm range212
is not under concern, it is not included in the graph For similar reasons to the SNR plot, the region outside the213
1500 to 1600 nm range has not been included in the plot.214

The following figures 7.7 and figure 7.8 shows the input channel wavelength spectrum and the output channel215
wavelength spectrum respectively. The slight distortion in the output signal due to uneven gain in the region216
of operation is visible here. 7.9 shows the signal power and forward and backward noise power of the system217
over the length of the fiber. It is seen that as the signal travels in the forward direction, the signal accumulates218
further noise and the forward noise power increases. The reflected or backward noise power is similarly high at219
the beginning of the fiber for obvious reasons. As the length of the fiber is increased further, the forward noise220
undergoes a sharp increase near the 40 to 50km distance. The system discussed here could not be used to send221
signal any farther, the noise would be too high and the reconstruction of the signal would not be possible. Cost222
effective way of increasing system capacity without introducing more fibers to the system. iv.223

With selective wavelength spacing, four-wave mixing is possible. v.224
Higher number of wavelengths (up to 8) supported. vi.225
Higher distance capability with Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA). Maximum link distance of ~30 km.226

vii.227
Repeater or amplification sites are reduced, resulting in a large savings of funding. viii.228
Maximum number of channels is up to ~40 as of today (theoretically hundreds of channels are possible). ix.229
For long haul applications, optical amplification is well proven. x.230
Very useful as upgrades to already installed systems. xi.231
Multiple channels of information carried over the same fiber, each using an individual wavelength. xii.232
Improved noise figure for same given specifications. xiii.233
Signal distortion is less than conventional WDM systems. xiv.234
Secondary market systems are available which can significantly reduce costs.235
e) Disadvantages of DWDM over WDM i.236
Requires more space than conventional WDM ii.237
Higher power consumption (typically 3 times than WDM systems for every transmitter card) iii.238
High dependence on the dispersion of the deployed fiber iv.239
Optical multiplexers and demultiplexers require custom wavelengths, challenging vendor specifications. v.240
Allowed wavelength variation due to temperature change of laser diodes is much lower than WDM vi.241
Installation costs are higher than WDM systems.242
VIII.243

16 Conclusion244

In early WDM systems, there were two IR channels per fiber. At the destination, the IR channels were245
demultiplexed by a dichroic (two-wavelength) Filter with a Cutoff Wavelength approximately midway between246
the wavelengths of the two channels. It soon became clear that more than two multiplexed IR channels could247
be demultiplexed using cascaded dichroic filters, giving rise to coarse wavelength-division multiplexing (CWDM)248
and dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM). In CWDM, there are usually eight different IR channels,249
but there can be up to 18, whereas in DWDM, there can be dozens. Because each IR channel carries its own250
set of multiplexed RF signals, it is theoretically possible to transmit combined data on a single fiber at a total251
effective speed of several hundred Gb/s. The use of WDM can multiply the effective Bandwidth of a fiber optic252
communications system by a large factor. But its cost must be weighed against the alternative of using multiple253
fibers bundled into a cable. Multichannel WDM exists in two flavors, one is called Dense WDM (DWDM) and254
the other is called Coarse or Conventional WDM (CWDM) or simply, WDM. When it comes to transporting255
lots of data, say, digital video over a single fiber, DWDM as a technology is unrivalled. If on the other hand, a256
short fiber span requires a few more channels, CWDM with its lower cost per channel can be a good alternative257
to laying new fiber cable. DWDM uses temperature-stabilized lasers in order to fix the center wavelength and258
narrow band filters, giving many densely spaced channels. Typical channel spacing is 100GHz, corresponding to a259
channel spacing of approximately 0.8nm. CWDM on the other hand uses non-stabilized lasers in combination with260
broadband filters, which then gives a coarse channel spacing of 20nm between channels. CWDM transmitter cards261
have lower power consumption than DWDM transmitter cards, since there is no need for temperature control of262
the laser diodes. If the future bandwidth need may exceed 8 channels per fiber, DWDM will be a better solution263
with several tens of available channels in the range from 1530-1610nm. The uniformity of the fiber attenuation264
over the DWDM wavelengths is better than the CWDM, so for medium and long haul applications DWDM will265
be the best solution even for low channel counts. Current DWDM research is going on increasing the capacity266
and distance of future DWDM products. Wide spectrum DWDM is on the future horizon and will offer more267
channels. The electronics and chip industry is constantly increasing quality yield which will drive cost lower and268
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Figure 5: Figure 7 . 1 :
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Figure 11: Figure 7 . 9 :
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Figure 12:

increase capability. Combination systems of CWDM and DWDM are being produced now. Fiber to the Premises269
(FTTP) technology intends to expand capacity with a ”wavelength per home”. 1 2 3 4 5270
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